
ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS
POLITICAL SYSTEM AND ENVIRONMENTALISM 



PRESENTATION SCHEDULE (ALPHABETICAL ORDER) 

 (1) 23 Sep. Chingiz and Nargiz Issina (Urbanization)

 (2) 28 Sep. Arman Saipova Diyora

 (3) 30 Sep.: Aktin; Kamilya

 5 Oct : mid-term exam 

 (4) 7 Oct: Menli; Gulshat

 (5) 12 Oct: Akbota, Timur N.     

 (6) 14 Oc: Tomiris, Nurzhigit

 (7) 26 Oct: Dameli; Gauhar

 (8) 28 Oct Aliya S; Amira 

 (9) 2 Nov: Aisha; Aiya

 (10) 4 Nov: Eva; Dana T. 

 (11) 9 Nov: Dauir and Timur Y 

 (12) 11 Nov: Max; Aliya D

 (13) 16 Nov: Anton;  Nuraiym

 (14) 18 Nov: Dana N; Ayazhan

 (15) 23 Nov: Zhamilya Taissiya; Zarina 

Submission of 2nd mid-term grade 



GUIDANCE

 10 mins per member MAXIMUM  

 Topics (community and/or national level): eg. environmental accidents or serious 

problems, environmental films, government policy, environmental movements, eco-

innovation 



STRUCTURE OF PRESENTATION  

 <1> Raising a question with a short background

 <2> Show the reference list, explaining "how" you answered the question

 <3> Answer the question in a structured way (e.g. providing reasons) <-- This is the 
highlight (2~3 subsections)

 <4> Conclude (main argument) and raise discussion questions (Two questions would be good).



MARKING CRITERIA (INTER ALIA) 

 Clearly stated the research question (relevant topic and scope)

 Reference list explained / References on each slide

 Demonstrate “researched”  

 Included at least one academic article/chapter (esp. for concept of keywords)

 Made good and reasonable efforts to answer the question

 Structured and organized 

 2~3 good discussion questions 

 Oral communication skills and etiquettes (effectively leading Q & A; “camera on” throughout presentation; time keeping)  

 Paper submission (600~700 words) in time: 24 hours prior to your presentation date (1 per group)    

 Individual peer review submission by the rest of the class (7 report: 50%) → Upload right after each class  


